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Practices adopted by tourist establishments in line with core SDGs
The fact sheets presented here provide a summary of the sustainability practices implemented by the tourist establishments in

Menorca that participated in this project. 

For ease of display and sorting, they have been grouped according to a core SDG (Sustainable Development Goal).

SDG 1: No poverty 

Hotel Artiem Carlos - Hotel Artiem Audax - Hotel Artiem Capri

SDG 4: Quality education 

Hotel Ca S'Arader

Marinda Garden Aparthotel

SDG 6: Clean water and sanitation 

Hotel Artiem Carlos - Hotel Artiem Audaç - Hotel Artiem Capri

SDG 7: Affordable and clean energy 

Hotel Rural Biniarroca

Marsenses Paradise Club Hotel

Hotel Artiem Carlos - Hotel Artiem Audax - Hotel Artiem Capri

Hotel Suites del Lago

Hotel Gran Meliá Villa Le Blanc Menorca

Hotel Catalonia Mirador des Port

SDG 8: Decent work and economic growth 

Hotel Artiem Carlos - Hotel Artiem Audax - Hotel Artiem Capri

SDG 12: Responsible consumption and production 

Hotel Boutique Can Sastre

Hotel Artiem Carlos - Hotel Artiem Audax - Hotel Artiem Capri

Hotel Hevresac

Hotel Ses Sucreres

Llucasaldent Gran Agroturismo
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With the support of:

The Fons Menorquí de Cooperació is a non-profit organization, comprised of public and private entities from Menorca, which 

work at a local level, to generate global transformation, based on consensus and an inclusive approach. We want to provide 

Menorcan solutions to the new challenges of a global world, based on the co-responsibility of a local approach.

In this context, our starting point is a new model that applies the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as a guide to outline a 

new agenda, in terms of cooperation and awareness. An inclusive agenda to end the root causes of poverty around the world 

by 2030, including topics such as the fight against climate change, economic inequality and the promotion of innovation, 

sustainable consumption, justice and peace.

Through this publication "Menorca 2030: Just imagine", which offers a compilation of the best sustainable tourism 

practices adopted by tourist establishments in Menorca, we connect the tourist accommodation sector, such a key industry 

on our island, with this objective of extending and sharing our mission.

Marga Benejam

Manager of the Fons Menorquí de Cooperació

The Fons Menorquí de Cooperació is delighted to be able to share with you this publication entitled "Menorca 2030: Just 

imagine", a compilation of the best sustainable tourism practices adopted by tourist establishments in Menorca. We hope that it 

will contribute to moving towards the goals of the shared global 2030 Agenda.

We would particularly like to express our gratitude to the Asmar - Catalina Mercadal Foundation and the Ateneu de Maó for 

their support and commitment, without whom we would not have reached this point. Many thanks also to all the tourist 

establishments that have participated, by showcasing their best practices linked to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 

and to all the people and organizations that have collaborated in one way or another,. Without this shared enthusiasm and 

effort, none of this would have been possible.

As SDG 17 indicates, partnerships are a key factor in achieving sustainable development, and tourism is a key contributing 

sector as we have seen in the many examples presented here.

We aspire to continue to work and collaborate together. We both need and complement each other. Our goal is to work towards 

uniting efforts and intentions, so that our beautiful island of Menorca can preserve its natural wealth and to safeguard the quality 

of life of the people who live here.

Martí Riera

President of the Fons Menorquí de Cooperació



With the support of:

The Maó Ateneu, in 2019, announced its first call for the ASMAR - Catalina Mercadal Foundation Ateneu de Maó Award 2019, 

an award that went to the Fons Menorquí de Cooperació for the project entitled: Sustainability for tourist destinations in 

Menorca.

We could never have foreseen that the pandemic we have suffered would delay  the presentation of the results of the winning 

project. We are able to present them now and both the Ateneu Board, which I chair, and the co-organizers of the awards, the 

ASMAR – Catalina Mercadal Foundation, consider ourselves extremely satisfied with the conclusions and results that are now 

being published.

We could even consider it prescient that, after almost two years of pandemic, the slogan of the winning project is "Menorca 

2030: Just imagine", which offers a compilation of the best sustainable tourism practices adopted by tourist 

establishments in Menorca, focused on the development of sustainability and circularity in the tourist accommodation sector, 

committing not only to the promotion of sustainability, but also to egalitarian, safe and resilient policies for which one of the 

fundamental pillars is balance at an economic, social, environmental and cultural level.

Margarita Orfila

President of the Ateneu de Maó



Strategic challenge(s) addressed

▪ Contribution to organizations that work with groups in vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and 

inequality 

▪ Access to decent housing for staff 

▪ Measures for food reuse and waste reduction. 

▪ Fight against corruption and promotion of transparency

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

1
NO POVERTY

Hotel Artiem Carlos

Hotel Artiem Audax

Hotel Artiem Capri



With the support of:

Solidarity Room

As a result of the pandemic, we saw a widening social divide among those in need of social support and assistance to fulfil their 

basic needs.

It is a growing problem, a social crisis that we try to alleviate by creating employment and extending the season. 

We have teamed up with Cáritas Spain to help all these families, creating a SOLIDARITY hotel room category. All proceeds are 

allocated to this social goal and donated to Cáritas, who then issue a certificate to customers who reserve this type of room.

General objective

Bring about equality and a dignified life for the people in our immediate environment and subsequently expand the scope of 

action to a broader context.

Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell
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Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 



With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

Those most involved in the project were the sales director, the sales and bookings teams and the reception staff who greet 

customers directly upon arrival and thank them for their choice.

Representatives of Cáritas Menorca also played an important role, especially when it came to extending the project nationwide.

How has it been implemented?

During the pandemic, at ARTIEM we launched the “Solidarity Room" to help people in need of this service and to offer our 

support in difficult times.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

One of the difficulties involved the legal and fiscal issue of having to pay taxes on donated income.

What are the benefits? 

In addition to collaborating with Cáritas, our “Solidarity Room" goes much further. At ARTIEM we collaborate with Triodos Bank, 

another B Corp company that, through its foundation, facilitates a Matchfunding platform - a project financing formula that 

combines citizen aid through collective financing (crowdfunding) with aid from institutions and businesses. The funds raised are

used to finance local projects with a major impact on diversity: agriculture, social, environmental, etc.

Positive impact indicators

100%
Of the proceeds 

from the “Solidarity 

Room" donated to 

Cáritas

1x5
One “Solidarity Room” 

available for booking in 

our five hotels

Share to raise awareness!

Instagram post:

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCK4rnRK8jb/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

https://www.instagram.com/p/CXtiD8-KcYF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

Blog Post:

https://www.artiemhotels.com/blog/habitacion-solidaria-artiem-proyecto-nacional-caritas
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€150K
Proceeds 

2020-2022

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell

https://www.instagram.com/p/CCK4rnRK8jb/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CXtiD8-KcYF/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.artiemhotels.com/blog/habitacion-solidaria-artiem-proyecto-nacional-caritas


With the support of:

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Strategic challenge(s) addressed 

No poverty

Zero hunger

Good health and well-

being

Quality education

Gender equality

Clean water and sanitation 

Affordable and clean 

energy

Decent work and economic 

growth

Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Reduced inequalities

Sustainable cities and 

communities

Responsible 

consumption and 

production

Climate action

Life below water

Life on land

Peace, justice and 

strong institutions

Partnerships for the 

goals

Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell

Contribution to organizations that work with groups in 

vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and inequality 

Access to decent housing for staff  

Food reuse and waste minimization measures 

Improvement of working conditions Talent acquisition 

and retention 

Measures for equality and  inclusion based on diversity

Raising awareness among employees and customers

Consumption and purchase of local products 

Responsible and sustainable consumption and 

production 

Renewable, alternative energy or control and efficiency 

measures (air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 

Responsible water management (saving and reuse)

Separation, recycling, waste recovery and repair of 

equipment 

Sustainable mobility 

Sustainable and responsible construction 

Care of beaches, the sea and the seabed 

Respect and protection of the soil, flora, fauna and 

biodiversity 

Reduced seasonality 

Mitigation of mass tourism 

Reduced gentrification (expulsion of residents)



Strategic challenge(s) addressed

Raising awareness among employees and customers

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

4
QUALITY 

EDUCATION

Hotel Ca S'Arader Marinda Garden 

Aparthotel



With the support of:

HOTEL CA S’ARADER
Ciutadella de Menorca
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Starting to do our part

Doing our part means not spoiling our small island of Menorca, so everyone can continue to enjoy our landscapes and the 

natural environment, our beaches, a stroll through our towns... We want to continue to share with our visitors this paradise in 

the western Mediterranean. And above all, we aim to leave this fantastic island in perfect condition so that our sons and 

daughters, grandsons and granddaughters can continue to enjoy it... along with all future generations. 

We have started with the following initiatives:

▪ Eliminate all plastic bottles; for water, soaps and amenities. We use bottles that can be washed and reused. Through bottled 

water alone, we have managed to eliminate more than one thousand 1.5 litre bottles of mineral water.

▪ We also provide our customers with bags so they can dispose of the plastic waste and cans they generate on their day trips, 

which they can later throw directly into the yellow recycling containers.

▪ A very important initiative for us involves asking our visitors to shake out their towels when they come in from the beaches,

because we come across a lot of sand in our facilities at the start of the season.  

▪ We have put up posters in the rooms to raise awareness and reduce water consumption, especially when washing towels 

and sheets.



With the support of:
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HOTEL CA S’ARADER
Ciutadella de Menorca

Positive impact indicators

100 % 
Satisfied

clientele

860
The clientele we 

have generated over 

the past few years

Share to raise awareness!

We share our initiatives with our customers and show them that our island is an authentic paradise in Europe. We try to 

raise conservation awareness and promote respect for the environment, so we can continue to show case our wonderful 

island, always with a view to the future.

We are available to share our ideas and if you need any clarification, don’t hesitate to get in touch!

Finally, I would simply like to make an observation for the citizens of Menorca and for our visitors:

In our own homes we don’t throw paper, cans, or plastic and other waste on the ground. We have to consider Menorca as 

a second home. Carrying a bag with us when we go out, to dispose of waste and then throwing it into a container, involves 

very little effort.

At the end of the day, this is waste we ourselves have generated and it is our responsibility to manage it properly. 

Menorca is our home, planet Earth is our home!

Pedro Casas, Owner

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation 

We are not involved in any specific partnerships. We do everything on our own initiative. We recycle glass, paper and organic

waste. We explain the recycling process to our customers so that they can also contribute to proper waste management. 

How has it been implemented? 

It has been implemented in a personalized manner and at our discretion. We are a small hotel and with a little determination,

these things can be implemented without too much effort.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

In terms of difficulties, I couldn’t really pinpoint any. Since we are a small hotel, we can implement measures on our own accord 

and initiative.

What are the benefits? 

There are no economic benefits, because all of this requires additional work and effort. However the personal benefits of 

knowing that we are doing something positive are satisfying enough. It also helps us to build a good reputation with our 

customers who, in general, understand the issues and feel identified with our actions and philosophy.



With the support of:

Other strategic challenges 

Right now we don't have anything else planned, but for next season, we will undoubtedly have thought of something else 

to improve.

HOTEL CA S’ARADER
Ciutadella de Menorca

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Strategic challenge(s) addressed 

No poverty

Zero hunger

Good health and well-

being

Quality education

Gender equality

Clean water and sanitation 

Affordable and clean 

energy

Decent work and economic 

growth

Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Reduced inequalities

Sustainable cities and 

communities

Responsible 

consumption and 

production

Climate action

Life below water

Life on land

Peace, justice and 

strong institutions

Partnerships for the 

goals

Contribution to organizations that work with groups in 

vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and inequality 

Access to decent housing for staff  

Food reuse and waste minimization measures 

Improvement of working conditions Talent acquisition 

and retention 

Measures for equality and  inclusion based on diversity

Raising awareness among employees and customers

Consumption and purchase of local products 

Responsible and sustainable consumption and 

production 

Renewable, alternative energy or control and efficiency 

measures (air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 

Responsible water management (saving and reuse)

Separation, recycling, waste recovery and repair of 

equipment

Sustainable mobility 

Sustainable and responsible construction 

Care of beaches, the sea and the seabed 

Respect and protection of the soil, flora, fauna and 

biodiversity 

Reduced seasonality 

Mitigation of mass tourism 

Reduced gentrification (expulsion of residents)



With the support of:

Woogi Nature: Children’s entertainment programme based on sustainability

Woogi Nature, a new concept of children's entertainment at Garden Hotels, was born out of our commitment to sustainability 

and innovation. The programme centres around the four elements of nature and their values. Water, Fire, Earth and Air are the

elements of Nature, the energies that condition our way of understanding the world, our consciousness and our being. Through 

these four elements, Woogi Nature enhances the emotional connection of children with the natural world and offers them 

learning experiences whilst in contact with the environment. Woogi's character is embodied by a Balearic genet, to promote 

native fauna.

General objective

Woogi Nature’s objective is to turn holidays into a fun-filled adventure for children, through an extensive programme of activities. 

Children are taught to love and care for nature, generating greater understanding and awareness of sustainability. This is also 

transmitted both to the people around them and to the hotel employees themselves,  putting children at the heart of the 

challenges faced by sustainable development.

MARINDA GARDEN  

APARTHOTEL 
Ciutadella
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The Woogi Nature activity programme engages not only the guests themselves and the entertainment department, but also the 

involvement of staff from other departments, such as those who look after the hotel's organic garden and those involved in 

"Woogi Buffet" which includes local and seasonal products.

How has it been implemented? 

The implementation has been carried out following a carefully planned programme of all activities included  It follows the 

principles of the circular economy: from the choice of materials for accessories used, through to their reuse as new resources 

rather than waste. An attractive and educational story-telling concept has also been created, making the information offered to 

children accessible and dynamic. Subsequently, specific training has been carried out for all entertainment staff, along with

awareness seminars for hotel employees, to ensure their full engagement.

How does Woogi Nature work? The boys and girls are given a very important mission: to collect the badges of the 4 elements, 

to earn the "Woogi Nature Insignia!”. The key to winning these badges is to have fun, participate and play. The four elements of

Nature are present in our hotels and the activities are grouped around them: 

• FIRE BADGE:  offers hospitality and familiarity, represents warmth and closeness. Welcome activities, where the children will 

be able to make lots of new friends.

• AIR BADGE: represents freedom and fun. Activities that will make the child feel special and make them feel like they are the 

real stars of the show.

• WATER BADGE: offers freshness and spontaneity. These are activities that will offer new surprises each day.

• EARTH BADGE: represents wisdom and knowledge. The activities are tailored to the interests and motivation of the children; 

this is where they will feel heard.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

The implementation process has been carried out during the 2022 season as a test to verify the acceptance of the proposed 

activities, the response of the clientele, and any possible adaptations. The main difficulty encountered has been the lack of

awareness of certain concepts among some employees and customers: such as the SDGs, Circular Economy or 

Sustainability. These challenges have been overcome with specific training for employees and specific communication and 

awareness campaigns for customers.

What are the benefits?

At Garden Hotels we accept our responsibility towards future generations and we use this children's entertainment programme 

to offer the boys and girls who visit us the necessary tools to lead their own future, and to raise awareness in the adults around 

them. Woogi Nature will transform holidays into a fun-filled adventure for children, through an extensive programme of activities 

in which they will learn to love and care for our planet. Woogi Nature is designed for "Mini Explorers" (from 4 to 7 years old) and 

Woogi Max, (from 8 to 11 years old). Those who take part in the programme will learn about healthy habits, develop their 

creativity and, of course, make new friends from all over the world. Moreover, involving all our staff and our clientele gives 

visibility and a broader, more global meaning to the small, actions we carry out in terms of sustainability, every day.

Ciutadella
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Share to raise awareness!

At Garden Hotels, we accept the challenge of progressing towards a more sustainable, fair and equitable society. A 

responsibility based on our commitment to people and to our territory, which needs to be preserved, loved and looked after 

by all those in our sector, by citizens, by visitors and by public bodies. Only by becoming promoters of projects that involve 

all these agents will we lead the transformation.

Gabriel Llobera, Executive Vice President – CEO Grupo Garden

MARINDA GARDEN  

APARTHOTEL 



With the support of:

Ciutadella

MARINDA GARDEN  

APARTHOTEL 

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Strategic challenge(s) addressed 

No poverty

Zero hunger

Good health and well-

being

Quality education

Gender equality

Clean water and sanitation 

Affordable and clean 

energy

Decent work and economic 

growth

Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Reduced inequalities

Sustainable cities and 

communities

Responsible 

consumption and 

production

Climate action

Life below water

Life on land

Peace, justice and 

strong institutions

Partnerships for the 

goals

Contribution to organizations that work with groups in 

vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and inequality 

Access to decent housing for staff  

Food reuse and waste minimization measures 

Improvement of working conditions Talent acquisition 

and retention 

Measures for equality and  inclusion based on diversity

Raising awareness among employees and customers

Consumption and purchase of local products 

Responsible and sustainable consumption and 

production 

Renewable, alternative energy or control and efficiency 

measures (air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 

Responsible water management (saving and reuse)

Separation, recycling, waste recovery and repair of 

equipment 

Sustainable mobility 

Sustainable and responsible construction 

Care of beaches, the sea and the seabed 

Respect and protection of the soil, flora, fauna and 

biodiversity 

Reduced seasonality 

Mitigation of mass tourism 

Reduced gentrification (expulsion of residents)



Strategic challenge(s) addressed

Responsible water management (saving and reuse), wastewater management 

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

6
CLEAN WATER AND 

SANITATION

Hotel Artiem Carlos

Hotel Artiem Audax

Hotel Artiem Capri



With the support of:
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Microfiltered water

Installation of a microfiltered water system in all ARTIEM hotels.

General objective

Reduce the CO₂ footprint by no longer purchasing plastic and glass bottles, thus avoiding corresponding transport and storage.

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell



With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The departments involved include purchasing, quality and environment, and from operations; the catering (bars and restaurants) 

and apartment teams, with the latter being the most directly involved in the day-to-day initiative management.

How has it been implemented? 

In 2020, a pilot project was launched at ARTIEM Carlos, which was later extended to the other hotels. By the beginning of 2022, 

it was fully operational in all our establishments.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

The main difficulty has been acceptance by the clientele, some of whom had doubts about the quality of the water. The 

explanatory signage near the machines has helped to inform them and achieve greater acceptance.

A second issue is the price: free water is provided in the rooms and in common spaces, while in restaurants it is paid for, so we 

have had to adjust the price to find a good quality / price balance.

A third difficulty has been, and continues to be, the fact that not every service point has a machine and that machines have 

had to be shared and the bottles transferred from one place to another.

What are the benefits?

There are several benefits associated with this action: in terms of hotel operations, the elimination of certain processes in

purchasing (orders to suppliers), transport, storage, inventory, cooling prior to the service, return of empty bottles/recycling.

On an environmental level, in 2021, 55,639 of our water units were replaced with reusable glass bottles across our hotels. In our 

search for continuous improvement, in 2022 we switched to local suppliers, thus reducing the carbon footprint of transporting

11,778 returnable glass bottles that are placed in minibars.

Positive impact indicators

100%
Of bottles used in 

bars and restaurants 

replaced

55,639
Glass bottles used in 

bars and restaurants 

eliminated

100%
Implementation in 

ARTIEM

Share to raise awareness!

Instagram post: https://www.instagram.com/p/ChW-K7iKSin/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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11,778
Returnable glass 

bottles from a local 

supplier (for minibars)

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell

https://www.instagram.com/p/ChW-K7iKSin/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link


With the support of:

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Strategic challenge(s) addressed 

Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell

No poverty

Zero hunger

Good health and well-

being

Quality education

Gender equality

Clean water and sanitation 

Affordable and clean 

energy

Decent work and economic 

growth

Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Reduced inequalities

Sustainable cities and 

communities

Responsible 

consumption and 

production

Climate action

Life below water

Life on land

Peace, justice and 

strong institutions

Partnerships for the 

goals

Contribution to organizations that work with groups in 

vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and inequality 

Access to decent housing for staff  

Food reuse and waste minimization measures 

Improvement of working conditions Talent acquisition 

and retention 

Measures for equality and  inclusion based on diversity

Raising awareness among employees and customers

Consumption and purchase of local products 

Responsible and sustainable consumption and 

production 

Renewable, alternative energy or control and efficiency 

measures (air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 

Responsible water management (saving and reuse)

Separation, recycling, waste recovery and repair of 

equipment 

Sustainable mobility 

Sustainable and responsible construction 

Care of beaches, the sea and the seabed 

Respect and protection of the soil, flora, fauna and 

biodiversity 

Reduced seasonality 

Mitigation of mass tourism 

Reduced gentrification (expulsion of residents)



Strategic challenge(s) addressed

Renewable, alternative energy and/or energy control and efficiency measures

(air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

7
AFFORDABLE AND 

CLEAN ENERGY

Hotel Artiem Carlos

Hotel Artiem Audax

Hotel Artiem Capri

Hotel Rural 

Biniarroca

Marsenses 

Paradise Club 

Hotel

Hotel Suites 

del Lago

Hotel Gran 

Meliá Villa Le 

Blanc 

Menorca

Hotel 

Catalonia 

Mirador des 

Port



With the support of:

Responsible energy management

Various initiatives focused on the responsible management of available resources have been carried out in the last three years 

at Biniarroca. One of the most notable measures, in terms of energy, is the installation of 100 photovoltaic panels, making us 

self-sufficient during daylight hours. Other energy saving actions include the comprehensive use of low-consumption lighting, 

the use of individualized temperature regulators in rooms, an automatic lighting system using a card for the rooms, the use of 

double glazing in exterior doors and windows, and twilight sensors in outdoor lighting. In addition, boilers have been fitted with 

self regulating thermostats, etc. 

General objective

The aforementioned initiatives are aimed at making us energetically self-sufficient, so we can ensure that energy used is green 

(even at night), and at the reduction of emissions into the atmosphere, as well as economic savings in the medium term. 

San Luis
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BINIARROCA RURAL HOTEL 

AND RESTAURANT  



With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

Biniarroca is part of the energy community of the Sant Lluís Industrial Park, the first energy community in the Balearic Islands. 

We have our own photovoltaic installation. We are in a position to promote and encourage other companies to take this step, 

and this is the reason why we have adhered to this initiative.

How has it been implemented? 

This initiative was carried out during the winter, a period in which the establishment is closed to the public. All participating 

companies are local. We have also taken advantage of this project to install a double charging station for electric vehicles, also 

thanks to the energy provided by the photovoltaic panels. 

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

The main difficulty has been due to the current economic uncertainty derived from the pandemic. As a small hotel, this involves 

a very significant investment For Biniarroca, and we wondered whether we had chosen the right moment to carry out this 
project. Now, however, we realize that it was the right time.

What are the benefits?

Having photovoltaic panels has given us peace of mind in terms of generating of our own energy, the surplus of which is 

distributed to the main grid and benefits other consumers. Likewise, once we have recovered our investment the economic 

savings will be significant.

San Luis

Positive impact indicators

77%
Energy self-

sufficiency as a 

whole

56%
Reduction in energy 

costs 

(2019 vs 2022)

5
local companies 

contracted

13
Companies adhered 

to the Sant Lluís 

Industrial Park 

community

Share to raise awareness!

Here at Biniarroca we would like to encourage all companies to take steps towards sustainability across the board. Be it 

social, environmental or economic: Covering our current needs without compromising future ones is vital.

It is a pity that the term "sustainability" is used so much, because it can detract from the message but, honestly, it is easy 

to implement day-to-day measures while a strategy is still being finalized. Each one of us can move in this direction, within 

our possibilities, capabilities and priorities. It is a challenge for today and a commitment for the future.

Núria Sintes, Director
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BINIARROCA RURAL HOTEL 

AND RESTAURANT  



With the support of:

San Luis

BINIARROCA RURAL HOTEL 

AND RESTAURANT  

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Strategic challenge(s) addressed 

No poverty

Zero hunger

Good health and well-

being

Quality education

Gender equality

Clean water and sanitation 

Affordable and clean 

energy

Decent work and economic 

growth

Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Reduced inequalities

Sustainable cities and 

communities

Responsible 

consumption and 

production

Climate action

Life below water

Life on land

Peace, justice and 

strong institutions

Partnerships for the 

goals

Contribution to organizations that work with groups in 

vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and inequality 

Access to decent housing for staff  

Food reuse and waste minimization measures 
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With the support of:

Towards energy sustainability

In the year 2022, at MarSenses Hotels & Homes we installed 1,275, 450 kW photovoltaic panels  across our 4 hotels, 3 of them 

located in Mallorca and one in Menorca. This measure means we are the first Spanish hotel chain whose establishments self-

generate 100% of their daytime energy needs.

Thanks to our energy partner Enovam, since 2018 all of the energy we consume is renewable energy. This means 0 tonnes of 

CO2 emissions are associated with the consumption of electricity. Therefore, we have been able to improve the sustainability of 

the company in terms of energy use, becoming more respectful of the environment and promoting a transition to renewable 

energy.
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

Directorate-General for Energy and Climate Action and Ciutadella de Menorca City Council.

How has it been implemented? 

MarSenses Hotels & Homes has invested €1,000,000 in this project, including the installation of photovoltaic panels in the 4 

hotels, equipment, installation, licences and taxes, always following the advice of our energy partners.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

This has been a slow and difficult process, due to multiple bureaucratic obstacles encountered, both through public and private 

entities. At MarSenses we are very proud of the project we have implemented but very disappointed with the lack of financial 

support available. This installation has been carried out using solely our own capital. We haven’t received any form of 

government funded subsidy, despite requesting it.

What are the benefits? 

With regard to our establishment in Menorca, studies indicate that one year after the installation of the photovoltaic panels we

will have reduced our emissions by 163 tonnes of CO2 and have generated 176 KWp, which covers the hotel's daily energy 

expenditure.

Moreover, the installation of these panels on the roofs of the buildings makes use of wasted spaces, reduces the need for 

daytime air conditioning and, in turn, acts as a form of insulation from solar radiation.

From a social point of view, this installation enables us to supply 100% renewable and clean energy to the electricity grid during 

the end of the season when the hotel is closed, covering the energy needs of more than 85 families.

Positive impact indicators

Savings of 

1,039 MWh 
due to solar generation 

(total across the chain)

Share to raise awareness!

At MarSenses Hotels & Homes we implement sustainability in our operational process decision making,  team training, 

collaborations with social action associations and foundations and in the establishment of short and medium-term 

objectives. Our actions are underpinned by the search for a positive impact, right from the start, as is the case with the 

installation of photovoltaic panels. Our objective is to be more environmentally responsible and efficient, thanks to the use

of cleaner and more ecological resources, to cover the needs of our establishments without harming or degrading the 

ecosystem.

Lorena Coelho, Social Media & Reputation
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Equivalent to 55 
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consumption of 85 4 

person families 

Installation of 390
photovoltaic panels 

that 

generate 

176 KWp
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With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

Installation of flow reducers in taps and showers, sectorization of irrigation facilities, swimming pools, elimination of the

SPA.

100% waste separation, including organic matter (which the municipal company does not separate).
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With the support of:
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Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 

8/80 Project

The "8/80" project consists of an action and investment plan aiming towards our 2017 goal of reducing ARTIEM's carbon 

footprint by 80% in 8 years. 

General objective

Minimize the environmental impact generated by  our activity, setting a target of ZERO or "almost zero" emissions. 

To be a management model benchmark for the implementation of similar initiatives.

Document the current supply situation and propose improvement implementation projects.

Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell



With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The Department of Quality and Environment and Hotel Maintenance.

In general, all the Freshpeople involved in the consumption of supplies such as water and energy.

How has it been implemented? 

After identifying the baseline situation and all the equipment or technology that emitted CO₂, we began to research and pinpoint 

clean and sustainable alternatives.

All this information was collected in a roadmap, together with the investment for and the expected return of each action.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome 

In many cases, the uncertainty surrounding the use of new technological applications and possible outcomes has represented 

a difficulty. Achieving 80% energy autonomy at the hotel level when operations continue to depend heavily on external 

supplies, and the cultural difficulties surrounding raising awareness and instilling a culture of continuous improvement in 

energy efficiency, both at the clientele and external level.. 

What are the benefits?

Since the start of 8/80 Project, we have carried out numerous changes, which are helping us to achieve the goal of zero 

emissions in 8 years.

We have installed photovoltaic panels in ARTIEM Audax, ARTIEM Carlos and ARTIEM Capri (and ARTIEM Asturias), enabling 

us to obtain clean energy in our hotels, and we plan to install more by the end of 2022, at the ARTIEM Madrid hotel. 

In 2021 we managed to generate 105,441 kWh of photovoltaic energy, which is equivalent to 4.7% of the energy used in our 

hotels, while continuing to work each day to reduce our supplies in order  to increase these, still insufficient figures.

Positive impact indicators

105,441 

kWh
Energy generated by 

our photovoltaic panels 

in 2021

4.7%
Clean energy 

generated by our 

hotels

Share to raise awareness!

Blog post: https://www.artiemhotels.com/blog/artiem-sostenibilidad
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-26.3%
Reduction of CO2 

emissions since 

2018

- 463.56 t
Reduction CO2 equivalents 

since 2018

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell

https://www.artiemhotels.com/blog/artiem-sostenibilidad


With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

We have also implemented other actions, such as improving the monitoring of supplies and control systems, and we have 

automated meter readings and decision-making by programming temperature regulation, pump ignition and consumption 

control. We have also implemented the management of Domestic Hot Water (DHW), heating and air conditioning 

equipment, with a heat recovery system generating DHW pre-heating, management of gas consumption in kitchens, etc.

In addition, the use of diesel to heat domestic water, has been eliminated at ARTIEM Audax. We are in the process of 

doing the same at ARTIEM Carlos.

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 
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With the support of:

Innovation in tourism

The Suites del Lago has made a great effort, since its inauguration in July 2021, to be a pioneering example in sustainable 

tourism, environmental efficiency, circularity and reducing carbon footprint.

Minimizing the environmental impact caused by our activity 

We have installed hybrid solar panels to generate thermal energy and electricity, and air conditioning and water control in all 

areas, as well as motion detectors for artificial lighting. This generates energy savings of approximately 50%. 

We also have in place a clean technology system: aerothermal energy, which consists of state-of-the-art heat pumps, 

specifically designed to cool in summer and heat in winter.

Cala’n Bosch
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With the support of:

Menorca Biosphere Reserve, Biosphere Tourism and SICTED

Our operational model involves all possible environmental actions and good practices in order to minimize as much as possible

the impact that our activity generates on the environment. To save, supervise and improve this system, we have obtained 

different certifications that exhaustively monitor key aspects, to ensure a high quality sustainable system. 

How has it been implemented? 

Apart from all the economic investments in ecological machinery and technology, one of the most important principles is 

transmitting the importance of caring for our planet with every gesture, however small, to our staff. Each and every one of our 

team members play a fundamental role in complying with all good environmental practices.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

Sometimes doing things right is quite complicated and above all, expensive. Firstly due to inconsistencies in certain 

regulations, such as the requirement to eradicate all disposable packaging, even if it is biodegradable.

Moreover, even though we are all slowly becoming more and more aware of the importance of caring for the environment, 

there are still customers who are completely oblivious to this issue. This makes it difficult to implement environmental 

measures in day-to-day operations.

What are the benefits?  

The economic investment is really too high to talk about short-term cost savings. For this reason, instead of talking about an 

economic benefit, we refer more to the benefit of taking pride in the knowledge that we are doing things well. 

Cala’n Bosch

Positive impact indicators

129.1
Non-renewable primary 

energy consumption 

(kWh/m2 year)

40.5
Carbon dioxide 

emissions 

(kgCO2/m2 year)

9.5
Heating demand 

(kWh/m2 year)

34.5
Cooling demand 

(kWh/m2 year)

Important!

Any gesture, no matter how small, is important to protect our planet. Our gardeners know that every drop of water is vital. 

For this reason, they always consciously limit irrigation as much as possible and plant native plants that do not require a 

lot of water. The cleaning staff are very aware of recycling and energy consumption, among other things. They always try 

to turn off all lights and air conditioning units that have been left on when the room is empty. They know that every time 

they flush the toilet, approximately 6 litres of water are used. When doing the laundry, they take the opportunity to wash 

the maximum amount of clothes in a single wash. And last but not least, they recycle all kinds of waste (batteries, 

medicines, containers, glass, paper, etc.). The maintenance department is always aware of controlling energy 

consumption, such as detecting any possible leak to save water. Our purchasing manager knows what criteria must be 

followed when choosing our suppliers.

In short, each and every one of our team members knows how to act sustainably.

Alba Lledó, Director of Quality
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With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

Working to eliminate seasonality, because Menorca cannot absorb more visitors during the high season. Menorca is not 

only about sun and beaches, there are many other activities that can be better enjoyed out of season; such as trekking, 

horseback riding, cycling... In our case, together with the company Elite Chip and Biosport, we organize the “Lago October 

Festival” (LOF) which consists of various sports competitions. The event also includes paragliding exhibitions and other 

types of sport. And finally, to liven things up, we recruit the best local DJs and famous bands from the island.

Cala’n Bosch
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With the support of:

Gran Meliá Villa Le Blanc, 1er net-zero hotel in Menorca 

Villa Le Blanc is designed to be a luxury hotel which is also net-zero; the first of its kind on the island of Menorca. To achieve 

this, facilities and technologies that allow it to reduce its scope 1 and 2 emissions by 87% have been incorporated. In addition, 

the hotel will explore alternatives to offset remaining emissions and thus ensure full carbon neutrality (“net-zero”), “eliminating” 

its negative impact and contributing, as a result, to the decarbonization targets of Meliá Hotels International. Villa Le Blanc 

stands in the space previously occupied by the old Sol Beach House, which also belongs to the Balearic hotel group.

General objective

Villa Le Blanc is a dream come true for Meliá Hotels International, laying the foundations to promote a net-zero luxury hotel 

model while allowing us to take strides in decarbonizing our hotels, in a location as special as Menorca. The project is the most 

tangible result of Meliá's strategic commitment to promoting a hotel model based on excellence, responsibility and sustainability.

Santo Tomás
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation 

This project is the result of the joint efforts of a design and architecture team who are in charge of the comprehensive 

renovation of the complex, of Meliá's operational teams, as well as partners in the construction phase and in the design of a

comprehensive offer of gastronomy, technology and a hotel experience integrated with its surroundings. 

How has it been implemented? 

It is the most sustainable hotel in the Meliá Hotels International chain and has an A energy rating (highest category).

It will be a net zero hotel, as it will offset the few emissions it may generate. Its bioclimatic design takes advantage of the natural 

conditions of the environment, such as natural ventilation and lighting. The little energy supplied to the hotel is of certif ied

renewable origin, mostly photovoltaic energy, with the installation of 122 solar panels over 300 square meters, as well as 

thermal insulation on the façade to reduce heat transmission. It uses technology to reduce its environmental footprint for the 

supervision, management and control of buildings, chillers with heat recovery and ultra-fast charging points. It uses biomass 

(forest, agricultural or livestock waste) to generate non-polluting energy for boilers (domestic hot water, heating and heated 

swimming pools), which also contribute to cleaning the environment. In addition, Meliá is working to ensure that geothermal 

energy acts as a source for the hotel's air conditioning and condensation, using seawater wells. 

The hotel contains low-consumption tap systems, irrigates its gardens with rainwater collected in 6 cisterns, and recycles 

greywater for sanitary use in toilets and cleaning common areas, applying technology to measure consumption and ensure 

efficiency. 

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

More than difficulties, Meliá has faced the challenge of transferring all its experience in hotel management into one hotel. 

Holiday luxury and commitment to sustainability, combined with long-term approaches, such as activity decarbonization, and 

short-term, high-impact approaches, such as the integration of a hotel into its surroundings. This is how the essence of an 

emblematic destination like Menorca can be brought closer to its clientele, through immersion in culture, traditions and 

gastronomy, ether with leading local actors. Meliá understands that its teams are the project’s best, which is why it is 

developing a programme to raise awareness and internal knowledge about what a benchmark net-zero hotel implies.

What are the benefits?

The hotel is a reflection of Meliá's new way of understanding hotel management, combining luxury with respect for a Biosphere

Reserve destination, and aspiring to be a benchmark in the promotion of more sustainable tourism models with low or no 

environmental impact in the hotel industry, and contribute to the socioeconomic development of the destination in question.

Positive impact indicators

87%
Reduction in scope 1 & 2 

emissions

13%
Offsetting of emissions

300
M2 of solar panels

Share to raise awareness!

At Meliá Hotels International we understand sustainability as a lever for managing our value chain, at the service of 

destinations. We have designed the Gran Meliá Villa Le Blanc hotel to be the paradigm of a different way of understanding 

the hotel industry, our first net-zero hotel. To achieve this, we have channelled all our experience in this area, to make this 

a benchmark hotel that combines luxury with respect for the environment, innovation and the socioeconomic development 

of an iconic destination like Menorca. All this to ensure our guests enjoy a complete Mediterranean experience. The Villa 

Le Blanc project respects and helps to preserve this unique destination.

Oscar Regueiro, General Manager and Sustainability Department, Meliá Hotels International
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With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

In addition to promoting the net-zero hotel, Meliá will measure the hotel's environmental footprint and its social footprint, 

since the hotel management understand that to promote more sustainable tourism it is essential to measure impact on 

both of these areas. Therefore the Gran Meliá Villa Le is focused on addressing its environmental and social impact on the 

SDGs. An additional challenge will be exploring new positive impact alternatives   in order to extend Meliá's sustainable 

management model throughout the hotel's value chain and to care for the biodiversity of its area of influence.

Santo Tomás
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With the support of:

New, more sustainable Catalonia Mirador des Port hotel 

At the Catalonia Mirador des Port hotel, an initial project has been launched aimed at carbon footprint reduction,  replacing a 

traditional system of propane gas boilers with an aerothermal system, using heat pumps that reduce the consumption of 

domestic hot water and heating. The windows have also been replaced. The new ones that offer maximum thermal insulation 

and a solar filter.

The renovation and expansion project, which will be inaugurated in the spring of 2023, incorporates a set of actions aimed at

achieving a new, more sustainable hotel.

General objective

Achieve a reduction of scope 1 and 2 carbon emissions of at least 30% to 40% in the existing building as a whole and 

constructing an extension that takes advantage of the pre-existing installations. Thus, achieving at least a “B” overall energy 

rating initially, and an “A” upon completion of all the measures.

HOTEL CATALONIA 

MIRADOR DES PORT
Mahón
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The first actions were led by the Management and the Operations department of Catalonia Hotels & Resorts, who were aware of 

the need to replace boilers with more sustainable technology and reduce leaks, using better insulation and windows. The Works

and the Image departments have been involved in implementing the new project, in conjunction with the architecture firm 

Arqués-Molinero,.

How has it been implemented?

The hotel will have 18.6 kW of photovoltaic energy to generate electricity. To reduce water consumption, the garden will contain

a grass that requires little watering and a 45 m3 rainwater tank will be used for the automatic drip irrigation system. The water 

from the spa will also be reused. The greywater will be used for the toilets. To reduce electricity consumption, all lighting will be 

LED and the air conditioning will be a VRV system, all controlled by a building management system (BMS). It is of primary 

importance that the hotel building be low-energy, with good insulation on the façade, roof and windows with low transmittance. 

To promote sustainable mobility, electric vehicle charging stations and bicycle parking have been installed.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome 

The initial difficulty involved convincing ourselves not to take the easy option when replacing the boilers. It was worth replacing 

them with new ones that used a unique aerothermal system. Another difficulty of the project involved adapting the new building 

to the existing one and to the plot of land, to create a single hotel that would be a benchmark in Mahón. All these difficulties

have been overcome thanks to the enthusiasm and efforts of the project team.

What are the benefits?

The main benefit of the project is having a renovated, modern, attractive and sustainable hotel in Mahón that offers plenty of 

accommodation without being a “macro-hotel”. Also, the creation of more jobs, a hotel that is open all year round, as has been 

the case up to now, reducing seasonality by generating activity and providing a service not only during the summer season.

Positive impact indicators

-7.78
kWh / RN  

(kWh/ occupied 

room)

-1,946
kg CO2 / year

28
New jobs, from 23 

(current) to 51

4
Electric vehicle 

charging stations

Share to raise awareness!

Sustainability is not an option, it is an obligation for future generations. We must ensure that the activity we generate 

consumes resources responsibly and with a rate of consumption that is lower than that required to create it. The challenge 

is to ensure that tourism creates wealth and jobs. And, at the same time, to ensure that it has the minimum possible impact 

on its surroundings and on the environment. The new Catalonia Mirador des Port hotel looks to be a benchmark in 

Menorca in this area and thanks the organizers for this opportunity to publicize our project. 

Miquel Escobosa, Deputy Director of Operations
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With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

Catalonia Hotels & Resorts has made use of this project to implement a whole set of measures towards a more 

sustainable tourism model, including those described at a building and facilities level, through to raising awareness and 

training employees, the implementation of a management system to reduce waste (especially single-use plastics), the 

reduction of food waste and promoting the consumption of local products, among other actions. But the strategic challenge 

is to achieve a system that not only complies with these challenges, but that continually improves, year after year, 

becoming more and more sustainable.

Maó
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Strategic challenge(s) addressed

▪ Improvement of working conditions Talent acquisition and retention 

▪ Measures for equality and inclusion based on diversity 

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

8
DECENT WORK AND 
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Hotel Artiem Carlos

Hotel Artiem Audax

Hotel Artiem Capri



With the support of:

KRIVAKU (“glassware – crockery – cutlery”)

After analysing the tableware cleaning process of the ARTIEM Audax Hotel, during the month of June 2017, a system of 

tableware transport belts were installed from the restaurants to the kitchen (KRIVAKU). This invention consists of a series of 

conveyor belts for the trays to carry the tableware used during the service in restaurants, transporting them from the collection 

area to the washing area.

General objective

Improve working conditions in ARTIEM *Audax restaurants.

HOTEL 

ARTIEM AUDAX 
Cala Galdana
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The project was managed by the Director of Quality and Environment and developed by an external engineer. 

The Maintenance and Room teams were involved in its implementation. 

How has it been implemented?

Needs were assessed, the project was designed and implemented through the installation of a belt system, and the functionality 

was tested and developed as necessary to ensure correct functioning.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

The main difficulties have been related to the development and incidents that occurred in the first weeks of implementation, in 

which several faults or areas for improvement were detected thanks to the large number of sensors incorporated into the 

system. In 2018, after a mid-season of testing, during which the teams invested many extra hours in ensuring a correct 

performance, a krivaku cleaning system was installed, which has significantly improved performance.

What are the benefits?

Elimination of risks due to accidents in the transportation of tableware between restaurants and the washing area.

Reduction of injuries due to less handling and breakage of tableware. 

Improvement of flows and work times in clearing tables and cleaning. 

Elimination of noise and leaks in the Spa (under the restaurant).

Increased number of waiting staff, increase in the sales of extras and improved communication and attention. 

Positive impact indicators

-60%
reduction in days of 

absence due to 

medical leave
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-70%
reduction in material 

breakages

-30%
reduction in material 

needed to provide 

services
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With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

We have reduced the physical effort involved for waiting staff, improving their quality of life.

We have reduced the time dedicated to routine tasks that do not add value, so we can dedicate ourselves to what truly 

matters: our clientele

The automation of the tableware management process allows us to adjust consumption, improving the quality of cleaning. 

The reverse osmosis reject water is used to clean the pools and then to irrigate the gardens (after various filtering 

processes), supporting a circular economy project.

HOTEL 

ARTIEM AUDAX 
Cala Galdana
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Strategic challenge(s) addressed

▪ Consumption and purchase of local products Responsible and sustainable consumption, production 

and purchasing

▪ Sustainable and responsible construction 

▪ Separation, recycling, waste recovery and repair of equipment

Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)
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With the support of:

Plastic Free/Local products

At Hotel Can Sastre we are aware of the importance of preserving our island and we are working towards this with two lines of

action. First, we are working to eliminate plastic and, second, we are encouraging the use of local products, to make our hotel 

as sustainable as possible. 

General objective

The two lines we are following are: 

▪ Eliminate the use of plastic in our establishment as much as possible. 

▪ Use local and locally sourced products.

BOUTIQUE HOTEL

CAN SASTRE  

Ciutadella
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

Aware of the environmental problems that the use of plastic entails, we are interested in making our hotel a plastic-free 

establishment. As part of this process we joined forces with Plastic Free Balearics, who’s view on the matter is very much 

aligned with our ideals. We have worked together to obtain the Four-Star "Plastic Free" certification.

How has it been implemented? 

The goal is to remove as much plastic as possible from our hotel and use biodegradable products. Building on this foundation,

we have made changes that may seem small but, in the long run, represent a big step forward.

For example, replacing bottled (plastic) water with purified water in personalized glass bottles. Plastic amenities have also been 

replaced with alternatives made from biodegradable materials that are not harmful to the environment. And, as a final example, 

something as simple as substituting sugar and tea packets for sugar cubes and unbagged, natural tea.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

The greatest difficulty we have come across is the fact that many of the products we commonly use are made of or created 

using plastic. This fact has made our mission somewhat difficult. But for every problem there is a solution. Ours was to change 

products and source new ones with other, more sustainable suppliers.

Sustainable products are always more expensive but they are better for our seas. 

What are the benefits?

One of the benefits for us as a hotel is the personal satisfaction we feel in contributing to greater sustainability for the planet and 

for our island, even though, being a small hotel, we are doing so on a very small scale. 

We know that the reduction of plastic helps to reduce the extraction of oil and, therefore, to lower the consumption of fossil fuels. 

In other words, it reduces pollution. And, above all, it prevents loss of fauna, which for us, together with the preservation of our 

sea and marine life, is very important. 

Positive impact indicators

Share to raise awareness!

It is believed that some 100,000 marine species die each year due to plastic in the oceans. This figure alone should make 

us aware that this is a change that we must make across all areas.

We have started to reduce plastic in our hotel. We all need to become more aware and help make this change.

Josep Tailor, Owner
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100%
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trained to reduce the 

use of plastic

150
Plastic bottles saved 

per month

85%
Reduction of plastic 

in our establishment
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With the support of:
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Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 

EdocAssistant project and digitalization of processes

In 2007, we began to automate all administrative tasks to free up time for our employees, create value, satisfy customers, grow 

professionally and contribute to the environment. 

Through the development of our own, patented program, EdocAssistant, we have eliminated paper in our administrative 

processes. 

General objective

Contribute to the personal and professional growth of employees, improve the customer experience, increase our 

competitiveness as a company and contribute to the environment. 

Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell



With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The Financial Director has developed our EdocAssistant program, which reads, processes and archives documentation. This 

paperless work methodology has been implemented applying the principles of "Lean Management" to other departments such 

as People and Well-being (HR), receptions and the store (in the latter, macros have been developed for the purchase and 

inventory procedures of material freeing, up time for the purchasing team). 

How has it been implemented?

Suppliers/collaborators have been asked to send invoices and documents in searchable PDF format and they have been 

advised to stop sending paper.

The program has been updated to improve the readability of encrypted PDFs.

The people involved in the different processes have been trained.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

When explaining our way of working to suppliers/collaborators, we have had to raise awareness about this new way of 

working. In some cases, we have advised and helped them to install virtual printers or to generate templates.

We have carried out many Freshpeople training sessions so that they internalize the new culture and perform paperless 

administration tasks.

What are the benefits?

We have achieved more efficient organization through changes in business processes, increasing response speed by reducing 

waste, costs and time. We have also managed to get people to work better and to undertake tasks that make more sense. 

Information is always up to date and error-free. It is a measure that connects with our shared purpose and our commitments to 

sustainability. 

Positive impact indicators

14.28 min
Automatic posting time of 

an invoice from its receipt 

to its registration

Share to raise awareness!

Blog post: https://www.artiemhotels.com/blog/cultura-de-digitalizacion-artiem
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14,296 
Invoices registered from 

January to October 2022

97%
Success rate of executed 

documents

14%
Percentage of human 

intervention in 

accounting

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell



With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

The digitalization of processes has made it possible to completely eliminate paper and, as a result, the toner used to print 

and file invoices, CVs, contracts, etc. And, as a consequence, orders and their recycling.

The company has been able to grow and the people involved in the administrative processes have turned their 

unproductive hours (data entry) into time that adds value, becoming involved in decision making.

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 
Cala Galdana, 

Mahón, Es Castell
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With the support of:

Aportam – Conscious and healthy eating

Our food and beverage service is a key process of our operations. Food is essential for a healthy and happy life. Depending on 

the food on offer this has a very important impact on not only people's health but also on the consumption of the territory, on the 

generation of CO2, and a major impact on the local economy and community. 

That is why,  we provide our clientele with culinary alternatives derived from our environmental and social commitment through 

a careful gastronomic offer. While maintaining the quality of every meal, allowing us to achieve high levels of customer 

satisfaction, we also manage to be faithful to our principles.

General objective

We want to ensure that 100% of the gastronomic offer is healthy, follows sustainability criteria and is, at the same time, is

circular, supporting and including the Menorcan agri-food sector.
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

The most involved departments are Purchasing and Food & Beverages, especially the Executive Chef, who prepares the 

gastronomic offer for all ARTIEM hotels.

We collaborate with Sa Cooperativa del Camp, Agroxerxa and other local producers.

How has it been implemented?

Since 2015, in Menorca we have been seeking collaboration with farmers who could cover at least part of our needs, thus 

promoting the production and consumption of local products and also keeping the agricultural and culinary tradition of our 

environment alive. We also try to ensure that we use seasonal products when preparing our gastronomic offer.

Difficulties in the implementation process and how these have been overcome

The main problem is the limited availability of local products which, especially in high season, is not enough to cover the needs 

of the hotels.

We have decided to give absolute priority to local suppliers as long as they have available produce and, only if this is not 

possible, to resort to external suppliers to the island, prioritizing proximity (Balearic Islands, Spain, Europe, etc.). 

What are the benefits?

Our clientele appreciates and recognizes the value of local produce and eats healthily (most of the crops are organic). In 

addition, we encourage local production and the creation of cooperatives.

Positive impact indicators

18%
Local product items in our 

gastronomic offer

50%
Local product item 

compliance target for 2026

Share to raise awareness!

Instagram post: https://www.instagram.com/p/CjIpHHHqyc3/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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With the support of:

Other strategic challenges

The guests at the ARTIEM apartments in Mahón are provided with a shopping bag and a brochure showing local shops 

and businesses. This shows them where to shop in the neighbourhood, which contributes to the local community and 

promotes the purchase of local products.
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With the support of:

Hevresac, a city boutique hotel, in Menorca

This project, which is already 4 years old, complements our original project of Ferrerías, Ses Sucreres, a village boutique 

hotel. 

In both we apply the same values and principles. In other words, the two projects share the same essence that can be defined 

with the term “localism”.

Although Hevresac is also a small project -which allows us to clearly limit impact at an environmental level-, we actively 

participate in the Menorcan economy by promoting local and seasonal products, which have been purchased in the shops of 

Mahón or from Menorcan producers. 

Hevresac is characterised by its surroundings: the house itself, an old manor house with a lot of history, is located in the centre 

of Mahón, a city which also has a great deal of history and stories.

We were captivated by this sociological legacy, that illustrates the essence of Hevresac  and sharing it with our guests has 

been mutually satisfying.

Localism also means collaboration with local agents such as: Mahón City Council, the Teatro Principal, the Claustro, the 

Marillas Foundation, Hauser and Wirth, etc. 

Whether in Ferrerías or in Mahón, we like the idea of opening our homes to the world, of generating enriching synergies 

between “here and there”, between the local and the global.

While always taking care of our teams of collaborators and workers.

Mahón
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With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

▪ Ignasi Truyol and Stéphanie Mahé, partners and a couple 

▪ Emma Martí: architect

▪ Collaborating team (staff): some people are with us from previous projects

▪ Partnerships generated with businesses in the city of Mahón and producers on the island

▪ Sa Cooperativa del Camp, the Gob, Mahón City Council, Teatro Principal…

What are the benefits?

▪ The partnerships have been hugely beneficial, in addition to the satisfaction of becoming known by our partners and getting to 

know them in turn. 

▪ A very dynamic and particularly rich history.

▪ Quality local products which allow us to participate in the development of our local economy.

▪ The satisfaction of setting up meetings and human connections.

These partnerships specifically help us as follows: 

▪ Real participation in the development of our local economy by proposing quality local products purchased in shops in the town

and on the island.

▪ Active participation in the creation of a network of local companies with whom we share values.

▪ Contribution to the dissemination of Menorcan culture (glosses, literature, theatre, etc.)

▪ Contribution to the preservation of the island. A contradiction for us, taking into account that we work in the field of tourism, 

but we have always expressed the need to respect the island and its people, as well as our collaborators.

▪ Meetings and human connections.

▪ Satisfaction of guests who say they would come again. Guests who feel comfortable in our house because, ultimately, we are 

not simply selling a service, we are inviting them to adopt a new routine, for 2, 4, 6 or more days. A gentle routine based on a

different rhythm, one of peace and tranquility inspired by our space. With breakfasts and products from the island, a "good 

morning" with the townspeople, a Menorcan experience, yes, but a contemporary, modern and authentic experience.

Share to raise awareness!

The decision to carry out projects related to tourism on the island necessarily implies – if we try to do it well – an awareness

of all these points. 

Clearly, we should try to set an example.

For this reason, we have worked in recent years to obtain the "Menorca Biosphere Reserve" brand seal, which is renewed, 

or not, every 5 years.

This means that we must continue working to maintain the balance between "the Menorca tourist product", the Menorca of 

the local population and the Menorca that is one of the last preserved corners of the world.

It may seem insignificant, but we consider it important to also share with our guests the things they can do to contribute to

"a better island" in terms of mobility, pollution, respect for nature, respect for the local population, buying locally, etc.

We may be growing more and more but our intentions remain the same.

We also want the new space we are creating to be a meeting place for people from here and there, people from all over the 

world.

We want to generate connections, which is surely the reason why we all exist: to connect with each other.

Ignasi Truyol, Partner 
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With the support of:

HOTEL  

SES SUCRERES  Ferrerias
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Implemented initiative

Ses Sucreres is located in an old Menorcan house, within the very authentic town that is Ferrerías; which is completely off the 

beaten track. A place which offers Menorcan and/or seasonal products, which works with local businesses and/or producers and 

which limits and recycles waste, using eco products.

We want to share the Menorcan reality, its contemporaneity and its sociological, economic and political history. To inform 

visitors about its fragility and vulnerability (territory and mass tourism, language and local culture) whilst listening to their opinion 

in order to create enriching exchanges. We promote activities related to the artistic, literary and cultural world of Menorca; 

collaborating with the "Innovem Fest", young Menorcan artists, with the neighbourhood association of Ferrerías, offering the use

of the space; and promoting our offer to the people of the island – and not just to people who are here on holiday.

We want to take care of our collaborators and our team; we have worked with the same main collaborator since our outset. With

the expansion project we are carrying out, more people will now be involved. 

General objective

Develop a small scale, inland tourism hotel,  both humble but also ambitious in terms of values and content, and sustainable.

The building, which dates back to 1842, has been completely renovated, following environmental sustainability criteria, without 

neglecting aesthetics or comfort.

SES SUCRERES, A SMALL 

VILLAGE HOTEL IN MENORCA



With the support of:

Agents involved and partnerships created for implementation

▪ Stéphanie Mahé and Ignasi Truyol: partners and a couple

▪ Architect: Mireia Cabaní Massip

▪ For the expansion, architect: Marc Folch

▪ Collaborating team (staff): Beatriz Calatayud and other people who have intervened in a more specific way

▪ Partnerships generated with businesses in the town and producers on the island Sa cooperativa del Camp, the Gob, etc.

▪ Menorcan artists and writers invited over the years

▪ Ferrerías Town Council and various local associations 

How has it been implemented?

▪ With time 

▪ With initiative 

▪ With trust

What are the benefits?

These partnerships specifically help us in the following way:

▪ Real participation in the development of our local economy, by proposing quality local products purchased in shops in the town 

and on the island.

▪ Active participation in the creation of a network of local companies with whom we share values.

▪ Contribution to the dissemination of Menorcan culture (glosses, literature, theatre, etc.)

▪ Contribution to the preservation of the island. A contradiction of ours if we take into account that we work in the field of tourism, 

but we have always expressed the need to respect the island and its people, as well as our team of collaborators.

▪ Meetings and human connections.

▪ Satisfaction of guests who say they would come again. Guests who feel comfortable in our house because, ultimately, we are 

not simply selling a service, we are inviting them to adopt a new routine, for 2, 4, 6 or more days. A gentle routine based on a

different rhythm, one of peace and tranquility inspired by our space. With breakfasts and products from the island, a "good 

morning" with the townspeople. A Menorcan experience, yes, but a contemporary, modern and authentic experience.

Ferrerias

Share to raise awareness!

The decision to carry out projects related to tourism on the island necessarily implies – if we try to do it well – an awareness

of all these points. 

Clearly, we should try to set an example.

For this reason, we have worked in recent years to obtain the "Menorca Biosphere Reserve" brand seal, which is renewed, 

or not, every 5 years.

This means that we must continue working to maintain the balance between "the Menorca tourist product", the Menorca of 

the local population and the Menorca that is one of the last preserved corners of the world.

It may seem insignificant, but we consider it important to also share with our guests the things they can do to contribute to

"a better island" in terms of mobility, pollution, respect for nature, respect for the local population, buying locally, etc.

We may be growing more and more but our intentions remain the same.

We also want the new space we are creating to be a meeting place for people from here and there, people from all over the 

world.

We want to generate connections, which is surely the reason why we all exist: to connect with each other.

Stéphanie Mahé, Partner 
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With the support of:

Sustainable comfort in the middle of nature 

The quality of the hotel's rooms and facilities, combined with the natural environment in which it is located, make Llucasaldent

Gran an establishment in high demand from those seeking tranquility and looking to disconnect during their holidays. As well as 

ensuring a tranquility typical of natural environments, the hotel is environmentally respectful, since it has been integrated into 

the countryside in a sustainable manner and combines agricultural exploitation with tourism. An establishment owned by 

Menorcans and run by Menorcans, where 100% of the workers are residents of the island. 

Enjoying small pleasures

Llucasaldent Gran is a friendly establishment where the guest will be made to feel welcome and can relax and enjoy small 

pleasures with minimal impact on the environment.

Eating a tomato salad from our own garden on the terrace of their room, with views of the horizon. Sampling the chef's exquisite

dishes under a roof of mulberry trees, enjoying a marvellous sunset as a couple, or strolling through the vineyards, olive 

orchards and pine forests without leaving the estate, are just some of the little pleasures that guests can enjoy without having

any impact on their surroundings, since almost 100 hectares are exclusively set aside for a maximum of 30 people, ensuring the 

guest always has the feeling of being in paradise.

Alaior
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With the support of:

Self sufficiency

The agrotourism establishment has 100 solar panels and batteries, which help generate electricity to supply the hotel and 

compensate for the lack of electrical power that reaches rural areas during the hours of greatest electricity consumption.

It has its own well to provide water and treatment plants to treat wastewater, which is then reused to irrigate the field. And in 

addition farming, which has already existed on the property for years (vineyards and olive trees), to take advantage of available 

resources, orange trees and other fruit trees have been planted. Each season, the garden is planted with fruits and vegetables 

of the restaurant's kitchen, which make up part of the breakfast buffet and the careful menu of dishes prepared for the room 

service and the à la carte dining at the restaurant.

Local products

At Llucasaldent Gran we are committed to using local products. For this reason, as far as possible, our suppliers are local 

producers and distributors.

Above all we give prominence to the traditional; such as cheeses, sausages and the typical pastries of the island. In addition, 

many dishes prepared by the chef are inspired by traditional Menorcan recipes, although with a touch of new cuisine, thus 

mixing the traditional with innovation.

Another way to promote local products is through the small shop at reception where 80% of the products and trinkets on sale 

are made in Menorca.

Committed to our surroundings

There is still a long way to go, for an establishment that opened its doors for the first time in the middle of the pandemic (2020) 

and without any reputation. From the beginning it has demonstrated a commitment to society and the environment, regarding 

basic issues such as sustainable construction using renewable energy, good water management, a good waste management 

policy and a social commitment to the island. We collaborate with different local companies from different sectors. Our next 

steps, during the low season when we have more time to dedicate to this issue, will no doubt be to join the different 
sustainable initiatives in Menorca and obtain the different certifications also deserved by so many others.

Share to raise awareness!

The hotel tries to keep the guest informed of the different cultural activities that are carried out locally, prior to and during 

their stay, and also of the sustainable actions that are carried out in the establishment and on the island in general. We 

recommend companies and restaurants that can help make their experience on the island as satisfactory as possible, 

ultimately acquiring a clientele whose expectations are surpassed and whose loyalty ensures they return, aware of the 

essence that a biosphere reserve island transmits, thanks to what they have experienced and received during their stay.

Cristina Fernández and Germán Muñoz, Managers
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Associated SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals)

Strategic challenge(s) addressed 

No poverty

Zero hunger

Good health and well-

being

Quality education

Gender equality

Clean water and sanitation 

Affordable and clean 

energy

Decent work and economic 

growth

Industry, innovation and 

infrastructure

Reduced inequalities

Sustainable cities and 

communities

Responsible 

consumption and 

production

Climate action

Life below water

Life on land

Peace, justice and 

strong institutions

Partnerships for the 

goals

Contribution to organizations that work with groups in 

vulnerable situations and tackle poverty and inequality 

Access to decent housing for staff  

Food reuse and waste minimization measures 

Improvement of working conditions Talent acquisition 

and retention 

Measures for equality and  inclusion based on diversity

Raising awareness among employees and customers

Consumption and purchase of local products 

Responsible and sustainable consumption and 

production 

Renewable, alternative energy or control and efficiency 

measures (air conditioning, lighting, etc.) 

Responsible water management (saving and reuse)

Separation, recycling, waste recovery and repair of 

equipment 

Sustainable mobility 

Sustainable and responsible construction 

Care of beaches, the sea and the seabed 

Respect and protection of the soil, flora, fauna and 

biodiversity 

Reduced seasonality 

Mitigation of mass tourism 

Reduced gentrification (expulsion of residents)
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Share to raise 

awareness!

At Biniarroca we would like to encourage all companies to take steps towards sustainability across the board. Be it social, 

environmental or economic: Covering our current needs without compromising future ones is vital. 

It is a pity that the term "sustainability" is used so much, because it can detract from the message but, honestly, it is easy 

to implement day-to-day measures while a strategy is still being finalized. Each one of us can move in this direction, within 

our possibilities, capabilities and priorities. It is a challenge for today and a commitment for the future.

Núria Sintes, Director

Biniarroca rural hotel and 

restaurant 

At Garden Hotels, we accept the challenge of progressing towards a more sustainable, fair and equitable society. A 

responsibility based on our commitment to people and to our territory, which needs to be preserved, loved and looked 

after by all those in our sector; by citizens, by visitors and by public bodies. Only by becoming promoters of projects that 

involve all these agents will we lead the transformation.

Gabriel Llobera, Executive Vice President – CEO Grupo Garden

Marinda Garden Aparthotel

Hotel Ca S’Arader 

We share our initiatives with our customers and show them that our island is an authentic paradise in Europe. We try to 

raise conservation awareness and promote respect for the environment, so we can continue to show case our wonderful 

island, always with a view to the future.

We are available to share our ideas and if you need any clarification, don’t hesitate to get in touch!

Finally, I would simply like to make an observation for the citizens of Menorca and for our visitors:

In our own homes we don’t throw paper, cans, or plastic and other waste on the ground. We have to consider Menorca as 

a second home. Carrying a bag with us when we go out, to dispose of waste and then throwing it into a container, involves 

very little effort.

At the end of the day, this is waste we ourselves have generated and it is our responsibility to manage it properly. 

Menorca is our home, planet Earth is our home!

Pedro Casas, Owner
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It is believed that some 100,000 marine species die each year due to plastic in the oceans. This figure alone should make 

us aware that this is a change that we must make across all areas.

We have started to reduce plastic in our hotel. We all need to become more aware and help make this change.

Josep Tailor, Owner

Hotel Boutique Can Sastre 

The decision to carry out projects related to tourism on the island necessarily implies – if we try to do it well – an 

awareness of all these points. 

Clearly, we should try to set an example.

For this reason, we have worked in recent years to obtain the "Menorca Biosphere Reserve" brand seal, which is 

renewed, or not, every 5 years.

This means that we must continue working to maintain the balance between "the Menorca tourist product", the Menorca of 

the local population and the Menorca that is one of the last preserved corners of the world.

It may seem insignificant, but we consider it important to also share with our guests the things they can do to contribute to

"a better island" in terms of mobility, pollution, respect for nature, respect for the local population, buying locally, etc.

We may be growing more and more but our intentions remain the same.

We also want the new space we are creating to be a meeting place for people from here and there, people from all over 

the world.

We want to generate connections, which is surely the reason why we all exist: to connect with each other.

Ignasi Truyol and Stéphanie Mahé, Partners

Hotel 

Ses Sucreres

Hotel 

Hevresac  

Share it to raise 

awareness!
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At ARTIEM we believe that the strategy of creating value for all stakeholders is not only our social responsibility as a 

company, but also helps us to create sustainable competitive advantages. To achieve this, it is essential that, on the one 

hand, companies share our initiatives and good practices, and on the other hand, we build bridges of collaboration with 

the public administration to ensure that our destination is socially, environmentally and economically sustainable.

José Guillermo Díaz-Montañés, CEO Artiem Fresh People Hotels 

Hotel ARTIEM Capri

Hotel ARTIEM Carlos

Hotel ARTIEM Audax 

At MarSenses Hotels & Homes we implement sustainability in our operational process decision making,  team training, 

collaborations with social action associations and foundations and in the establishment of short and medium-term 

objectives. Our actions are underpinned by the search for a positive impact, right from the start, as is the case with the 

installation of photovoltaic panels. Our objective is to be more environmentally responsible and efficient, thanks to the use

of cleaner and more ecological resources, to cover the needs of our establishments without harming or degrading the 

ecosystem.

Lorena Coelho, Social Media & Reputation

Marsenses Paradise Club Hotel

Sustainability is not an option, it is an obligation for future generations. We must ensure that the activity we generate 

consumes resources responsibly and with a rate of consumption that is lower than that required to create it. The challenge 

is to ensure that tourism creates wealth and jobs. And, at the same time, to ensure that it has the minimum possible 

impact on its surroundings and on the environment. The new Catalonia Mirador des Port hotel looks to be a benchmark in 

Menorca in this area and thanks the organizers for this opportunity to publicize our project. 

Miquel Escobosa, Deputy Director of Operations

Hotel Catalonia Mirador des Port

Share it to raise 

awareness!
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Gran Meliá Villa Le Blanc Menorca

At Meliá Hotels International we understand sustainability as a lever for managing our value chain, at the service of 

destinations. We have designed the Gran Meliá Villa Le Blanc hotel to be the paradigm of a different way of understanding 

the hotel industry, our first net-zero hotel. To achieve this, we have channelled all our experience in this area, to make this 

a benchmark hotel that combines luxury with respect for the environment, innovation and the socioeconomic development 

of an iconic destination like Menorca. All this to ensure our guests enjoy a complete Mediterranean experience. The Villa 

Le Blanc project respects and helps to preserve this unique destination.

Oscar Regueiro, General Manager and Department of Sustainability - Meliá Hotels International

Any gesture, no matter how small, is important to protect our planet. Our gardeners know that every drop of water is vital. 

For this reason, they always consciously limit irrigation as much as possible and plant native plants that do not require a 

lot of water. The cleaning staff are very aware of recycling and energy consumption, among other things. They always try 

to turn off all lights and air conditioning units that have been left on when the room is empty. They know that every time 

they flush the toilet, approximately 6 litres of water are used. When doing the laundry, they take the opportunity to wash 

the maximum amount of clothes in a single wash. And last but not least, they recycle all kinds of waste (batteries, 

medicines, containers, glass, paper, etc.). The maintenance department is always aware of controlling energy 

consumption, such as detecting any possible leak to save water. Our purchasing manager knows what criteria must be 

followed when choosing our suppliers.

In short, each and every one of our team members knows how to act sustainably.

Alba Lledó, Director of Quality

Hotel Suites del Lago

The hotel tries to keep the guest informed of the different cultural activities that are carried out locally, prior to and during 

their stay, and also of the sustainable actions that are carried out in the establishment and on the island in general. We 

recommend companies and restaurants that can help make their experience on the island as satisfactory as possible, 

ultimately acquiring a clientele whose expectations are surpassed and whose loyalty ensures they return, aware of the 

essence that a biosphere reserve island transmits, thanks to what they have experienced and received during their stay.

Cristina Fernández and Germán Muñoz, Managers

Llucasaldent Gran

Agroturismo Only Adults

Share it to raise 

awareness!
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Pau Pitarch
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Pili Malagarriga
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Tourism is a crucial element for understanding the model of economic and social development of the Balearic Islands as a 

whole, and of Menorca in particular. The economic contribution to the gross domestic product, and its direct and indirect 

contribution to the progress of the region, remind us of the role it plays and the degree of dependence, as well as the need for

permanent collective awareness regarding the responsibility shared by all the island’s agents. For it is their expertise that is

needed to chart the necessary path towards a competitive model that provides benefits to the island as a whole. Governance 

and co-responsibility;, principles for the construction of more sustainable tourism management models.

Meanwhile, the post-pandemic scenario has emerged around two structural ideas, which determine current decision-making. 

First: the vulnerability of tourism as a result of global restrictions on mobility, derived from the health crisis. And second, the 

imperative need to reactivate the sector by accelerating the change from obsolete models to those in which sustainability is the

pillar of the activity's progress.

Added to this is the issue of climate change, which intensifies the obligation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and how this 

affects the evolution of transport in general, and the need for all areas of public and private management to adapt to the already 

noticeable changes in the rhythm of the seasons of the Mediterranean climate.

As a result, we have a complex scenario, full of challenges for today’s generation, but at the same time we open up 

opportunities to participate in a context of redefinition, redesign and reactivation, identifying sustainability as the basis of the 

solution and approach to new management models.

Thus, sustainability and competitiveness are part of an inseparable duality, since each and every one of the areas of the 

sustainable model add strength and a chance to stand out, both for companies and for destinations.

Addressing efficiency in the management of water and energy resources; incorporating responsible purchasing policies and 

promote locally diverse production as part of the value proposition of tourist services and experiences; acting as hosts to the 

local community and promoting cultural singularities as part of the process of understanding the territory of those who visit and 

enjoy it and, therefore, make it more responsible; implementing awareness measures in the preservation of the natural and 

landscape heritage; and recognizing local biodiversity in tourist experiences; encouraging and participating in the co-creation of 

a tourism product oriented towards demand niches to combat seasonality and work towards a more distributed model 

throughout the year; offering jobs for quality professional development; measuring the annual carbon footprint of tourist activity 

to establish future offsetting measures; these are just some of the many initiatives being launched by companies and territories

on the path towards fulfilling the 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals by 2030. And tourism also has a part to 

play.

Menorca is faced with an opportunity to develop a more responsible and supportive tourism model involving everyone, making 

visitors aware of the characteristics of the spaces and communities they visit, and offering a destination, with the society and

the companies that comprise it, based on new promotional messages, which make the island an appealing place to visit year 

round.

Menorca will be more competitive as a destination if it brings its value proposition more in line with everything that makes it 

different, inevitably starting with the set of characteristics that shape its cultural and natural idiosyncrasy throughout the year. In 

other words, its identity and landscape heritage. And also, if its tourism business fabric is incorporated to a large extent into the 

paradigm shift, and if the Menorcan tourism system is equipped with tools and mechanisms to co-manage activity and planning 

in a participatory and cross-cutting manner, while taking into account the vision of the local community.

The result might be a more mature and resilient tourism model, that generates net benefits for all parties equally (companies, 

communities, the territory, tourists) that ensures durability, and that offers unique tourism products and experiences. In short, a 

more competitive model.

Go Menorca!

Pau Pitarch

Co-founder and Consulting Partner

PAX# Genuine Tourism Advisors

Sustainability and competitiveness: 

a necessary combination for 

tourism and the tourist 

accommodation sector in Menorca.
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The publication "Menorca 2030: Just imagine" offers a summary of the inspiring strategies for sustainability and circularity that 

14 tourist establishments in Menorca have shared with, making possible this compilation. Specifically, 12 hotels, 1 aparthotel 

and 1 agrotourism establishment have participated.

Most of the 17 fact sheets received describe various initiatives and are therefore linked to more than one Sustainable 

Development Goal. The SDGs and the other strategic initiatives to which each tourist establishment links its practices are 

specified at the end of each fact sheet.

For the purposes of simplifying the analysis and the order, a single strategic SDG has been highlighted to which each fact sheet

received has been linked, as can be seen in section 3.

The most prominent and repeated practices include those that prioritize energy efficiency and the use of clean energy (SDG 7), 

followed by those referring to responsible and local consumption and production (SDG 12). Awareness programmes for 

employees and customers (SDG 4), decent work (SDG 8) and the contribution to ending poverty (SDG 1) are other strategic 

actions carried out by the participating tourist establishments.

Also of significant value is the contribution of ideas and observations that the different representatives of the sector have

described in the section "Share to raise awareness" (section 4). A clear demonstration of their will, commitment and effort to 

contribute to the sustainability of the territory, and to care for the environment and the people who live in Menorca.

By way of conclusion, below is a list of some verbatim quotes of the main observations:

▪ We must continue working to maintain the balance between "the Menorca tourist product", the Menorca of the local 

population and the Menorca that is one of the last preserved corners of the world.

▪ We share our initiatives with our customers and show them that our island  is an authentic paradise in Europe. We try to raise 

awareness regarding conservation and respect for the environment. 

▪ We understand sustainability as a lever for managing our value chain and at the service of destinations.

▪ Our commitment to people and our territory, which needs to be preserved, loved and looked after by all those in our sector, by 

citizens, by visitors and by public bodies. 

▪ We need to build bridges of collaboration with the public administration. 

▪ We would like to encourage all companies to take steps towards sustainability across the board.

▪ We all need to become more aware and help make this change happen.

▪ The challenge is to ensure that tourism creates wealth and jobs. And, at the same time, to ensure that it has the minimum 

possible impact on our surroundings and on the environment.

▪ Raise awareness of the essence that a biosphere reserve island transmits.

We would like to express our gratitude to the Fons Menorquí de Cooperació for giving us the opportunity to lead this project.

Thanks also to the tourist establishments that have participated, the Ateneu de Maó and the ASMAR – Catalina Mercadal 

Foundation, without whom it would not have been possible to publish this compilation.

We hope that it yields a great deal of success, that it contributes to publicizing and raising awareness to help continue 

expanding the values of sustainability in Menorca, thanks to the will and cooperation between citizens and all actors involved in 

the tourism value chain. 

Pili Malagarriga

Co-founder and Director

Segundo Mundo RSCC

Conclusions
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THANKS
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